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Rapid and intensive changes in the information landscape cause changes in social relationships and, consequently, in relations between generations. Within their social role libraries should
work actively to reduce age segregation and isolation, and build cohesive society through intergenerational services and programmes. The authors speak about the intergenerational dialogue
in libraries - theories, research and practice - and about reading as a link between generations, thus offering to libraries strategies for establishing social cohesion.
Studies the impact that the advances in philosophy and science had on each other in Greece between 300 B.C. and A.D. 200.
De loin en loin, les dunes de sable roux s'etiraient. Le Soleil, bien que leve depuis peu, extenuait le sol d'ou s'elevaient des esprits de chaleur, ces meres des mirages qui, disait-on dans un
conte du peuple du desert, appuient sur l'imaginaire des hommes comme les nuages, sur l'onde des rivieres, et leur donnent des reves d'envol... Premier livre de la tetralogie d'Aaila, avec ce
premier roman sur le desert d'Yss'Bahar', ceux qui l'habitent, ceux qui le hantent et ceux qui le fuient, Alcide Demarchi nous transporte par petite touche au seuil d'une aventure nonpareille ou
l'obscur et le merveilleux se cotoient, ou la princesse Aaila verra son destin bouleverse.
This first book-length study of girls’ primary education in France gives a concrete picture of how Frenchwomen were, and are, prepared for their roles in society. Until the 1960s, the primary
school provided the only formal education for the majority of French children. Long recognized as a major inculcator of patriotic and moral values, the French primary school also played the
vital role of preparing girls for their expected adult lives. Linda L. Clark describes in detail this socialization process. By analyzing a wide variety of documents from 1870 to the
present—textbooks, curriculum materials, students’ notebooks, examination questions, inspectors’ reports, and teachers’ memoirs—she has uncovered not only what was taught to girls, but
the social and political assumptions that lay behind the primary school’s messages about feminine personalities and activities. The book goes on to establish the relationship of feminine
images to important aspects of French social, economic, and political life. A chapter on the preparation of girls for the world of work, for example, reveals the discrepancy between formal
teaching about “femininity” and women’s actual participation in society.

No other scholar has so deeply influenced the development of international law or shaped the doctrinal debates as Vattel. More than 250 years after its publication, his Law of
Nations has remained the most frequently quoted treatise of international law. This volume explores the reasons behind the extraordinary authority of Vattel and analyses its
continuing relevance for thinking and understanding contemporary international law.
Réunit dix leçons de droit correspondant à des séances de travaux dirigés. Permet de se familiariser avec les principes propres à la discipline. Aborde notamment la définition du
droit, les divisions du droit : droit public, droit privé, droit pénal, sources du droit, l'application et l'interprétation de la loi, les droits des personnes et des choses, les faits et actes
juridiques ou le procès.
This book continues the series Select Proceedings of the European Society of International Law, containing the proceedings of the Third Biennial Conference organised by ESIL and the Max Planck Institute
for Comparative Public Law and International Law in 2008. The conference was entitled 'International Law in a Heterogeneous World', reflecting an idea which is central to the ESIL philosophy. Heterogeneity
is considered one of the pillars upon which Europe's contribution to international law is built and the subject was considered in a number of panels, including such diverse topics as migration, the history of
international law, the rules on warfare and international environmental law.
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